“Magician Jeff Evans adds
instant fun to Wedding Receptions.”
“Isn't magic kind of hokey for a wedding?
Isn't this too serious of an event?”
Think again! People are more and more creative at
weddings, and strolling magic is the ideal fit for
receptions.

Congratulations on your upcoming wedding!
Chances are good you’ve already chosen a venue and
caterer for your special day. You may already have a
DJ and photographer lined up. But you also want
something unique to create a fun, “happening”
atmosphere.
And, as you have probably guessed, that's Jeff' Evans’
job!
Jeff’s Strolling Magic is a surefire way to
guarantee a fun and unforgettable evening for your
family and friends.

Strolling magic doesn't disturb the flow of the event.
It’s close-up entertainment where Jeff mingles with
your guests, adding spontaneous fun and amazement to
the party. There is a lot of interaction, including magic
that happens in the hands of spectators. Your guests
will go home talking about “Jeff the magician” and the
fantastic time they had at your special day.

“Jeff, you have the gift of being both
personal yet professional with your guests
who have hired you… Jeff received many
compliments after the show and the praise
continued for the next several days.”
-Ruth Pitingoro, Puyallup

Count on personable entertainment that
! Involves your guests
! Breaks the ice as people turn to each other and
talk about what they’ve just seen, and
! Gets laughter and gasps of amazement from
your friends… guaranteed!

“I just can't imagine why magic tricks
would be part of a wedding reception.”
Picture this: think back to a couple of weddings that
you've been to recently. After the ceremony there's
that period of thirty to forty five minutes while you
stand around… next to the person you came with.
You don't know too many people, and you're kind of
uneasy because they're taking the pictures but nothing
else is happening.
This is the perfect environment for Jeff Evans’
interactive magic. Jeff gets your guests laughing,
socializing, and adds to the magical feeling of your
wedding.

Jeff Evans performs strolling magic for a
reception at the Seattle Museum of Flight.
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Unforgettable. Fun. Guaranteed.
Have you ever been to a wedding where children
are running amok? Perhaps kids who
get bored and open the wedding gifts?
Children naturally get antsy at weddings because it
involves being quiet and staying still for a long period
of time. Afterwards during the reception, adults are
doing their thing, and the kids don't have much to keep
them occupied.

Jeff Evans
wedding magician

Proven Entertainment
Jeff Evans has performed magic full time in western
Washington since 1998. You can count on the same
professional service that has made companies like
Microsoft, Boeing, REI, and Pepsi Cola some of his
repeat clients.

Voila! Jeff's magic expertly grabs the attention of both
kids and adults. And, he's even been hired to do a
show in a separate area for kids during the ceremony
for a particularly long Quaker-style wedding. The
adults were able to enjoy the ceremony… and the kids
had a blast!
Depending on when it's scheduled, an actual magic
show can not only involve the guests, but the wedding
party as well. This entertainment can be a “gift” from
the bride and groom to their family and friends.
(Think “rehearsal dinner.”) It can be used instead of,
or in addition to, live music from a combo or dance
music from a DJ.

Here are a few reasons why people hire Jeff again and
again:
* Experience counts - Jeff performs over 250
shows each year
* 100% On-Time Reliability Record
* Satisfaction Money-Back Guarantee
And, rave reviews from people like you!
“It was a fabulous show - we all enjoyed
it from age 2 to 72.”
-Debbie McManus, Fife
“Show was fantastic!… this was definitely one
of the easiest entertainment programs to
schedule and enjoy that I've ever experienced.”
-Stephanie Hicks, Bellevue
“It was entertaining, interactive, fun and
truly amazing. It's hard to believe you
did what we saw you do. You had the
full attention of all 27 of us every second,
and you can tell we loved your
performance by the standing ovation.”
-Wendy Wilson, Olympia

Jeff’s magic is family friendly with clean comedy.
Kids and adults will have a great time!
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